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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

The Lewis’s Woodpecker (Melanerpes lewis; hereafter LEWO) is listed under schedule 1 

of the Species at Risk Act as ‘Threatened’ and is red-listed by the British Columbia 

Conservation Data Centre (CDC 2013).  The continuing loss of habitat and wildlife trees 

through development (urban, agricultural, and industrial), fire suppression, and mountain 

and western pine beetle infestations are thought to be the main factors threatening the 

species; additional threats include cutting of nest trees for safety/aesthetics or for 

firewood, competition from invasive species (i.e., European Starlings Sturnus vulgaris), 

and insecticides (Environment Canada 2011).  The Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS), 

B.C. Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations and others have been 

working to recover LEWO in B.C. through research, inventory and conservation action.  

  

In the West Kootenay region, LEWO is an uncommon spring migrant and rare breeder—

the regional population has been estimated to fluctuate from 0-15 pairs (Dulisse 2006).   

 

A 2007 wildfire in the Pend d’Oreille Valley created new LEWO breeding habitat to the 

north and south of the Pend d’Oreille River.  Limited potential nesting habitat also occurs 

along the Columbia River, particularly within the Fort Shepherd Conservancy, Beaver 

Creek Park and certain Teck Metals Ltd. properties, and in the South Slocan and Argenta 

areas.  Two other recent low-elevation burns in the West Kootenay, one north of Argenta 

and the other north of Slocan City, were also suspected to have LEWO nesting potential. 

 

From 2008-2012, limited LEWO surveys were conducted in the West Kootenay, mainly 

targeting the wildfire zone north of the Pend d’Oreille river, resulting in the discovery of 

1-3 active nests per year (Figure 1; Dulisse and Manley 2010).  Comprehensive surveys 

of the burn area on the south side of the Pend d’Oreille river and other areas with known 

or suspected nesting potential, including the Fort Shepherd Conservancy, Beaver Creek 

Park, Teck Metals Ltd. properties, and the Argenta and Slocan burns, had not been 

conducted prior to this project.   

 

The objectives of this project were to: 

 

 Undertake inventory and document habitat characteristics at sites with known 

or suspected LEWO nesting potential; 

 

 Document the status, conservation priority, and management needs of all sites 

with confirmed breeding or high habitat potential; 

 

 Provide outreach to project partners and other stakeholders; 

 

 Develop recommendations for future work. 
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2.0 METHODS 
 

2.1 LEWO Surveys 

2.1.1 Point counts and follow-up nest searches 

 

Twelve-minute point counts were undertaken at 40 locations distributed throughout the 

six sites (Pend d’Oreille burn, Fort Shepherd and Beaver Creek Park, Teck Metals 

properties, and the Argenta and Slocan burns).  Point counts were conducted between 4 

June and 11 July 2013, from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm, and only under non-windy conditions 

(i.e., <4 on the Beaufort scale).  See Appendix I for the full list of point count locations.  

If LEWO were detected from a point count (or incidentally while travelling between 

point count locations) a follow-up nest search was conducted.  Once the nest was located, 

its location was marked with a GPS and characteristics of the nest tree (e.g., species, 

decay class, diameter a breast height, height, cavity height and aspect) were recorded.  

2.1.2 Checks of previously known nests 

 

In addition to the point counts, surveys were also completed at 14 previously known 

nesting locations in order to determine whether prior nest trees were again occupied in 

2013.  Known nest trees were observed from a distance of 100 m for 20 min, or as long as 

needed to confirm occupancy.  The status of the previous trees (whether down or still 

standing) was also noted.  If the previously known tree was not occupied, but LEWO 

were seen occupying a new tree within the area, the new nest tree’s location was marked 

with a GPS and its characteristics recorded.    

2.1.3 Nest monitoring 

 

Where possible, nests found to be active in 2013 were revisited throughout the season in 

order to determine whether they were successful, and if they failed, the reason for failure. 

2.2 Habitat / Threat Assessments 

 

At each point count and nest location, a standard suite of habitat measures was recorded 

in order to systematically assess the potential suitability of the location for LEWO 

nesting.  Recorded habitat measures included the presence and characteristics (e.g., 

species) of potential nest trees, the overall density of the stand, and general habitat type.  

See the field survey form and protocols in Appendix II for further details. 

 

If the habitat assessment indicated that the location was potentially suitable for LEWO 

(i.e., potential nest trees were present and the habitat was of a suitable type and stand 

density to support LEWO nesting), then potential threats and appropriate management 

measures were noted.   
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3.0 RESULTS 

 

In total, eight new nests were located through 2013 monitoring (Table 1).  One additional 

‘new’ nest may have been the same tree observed in 2012 (LNWK015).  Two other 

previously occupied trees were again used for nesting in 2013.   

 

Six tree species were used for nesting in 2013 and diameter at breast height ranged from 

39 to 61cm (Table 1).  All nest trees were dead (Decay Class 4 & 5) and ranged in height 

from 5.5 to 29 m (Table 1).  Nest cavities were located 5 to 23 m in height.  All nest trees 

in the Pend d’Oreille were killed by the 2007 wildfire and the Slocan River nest tree was 

killed by beaver activity (chewing). All nest trees were located in very open habitat.  In 

the Pend d’Oreille, the open habitat was created by the 2007 wildfire and subsequent 

salvage logging.  The Slocan River nest tree is located in a large floodplain/grassland area 

with adjacent farming/agricultural activities.    
 

3.1  Point counts 

 

Of the 40 point counts conducted, four (all within the Pend d’Oreille burn) yielded 

detections of LEWO (Figure 1).  LEWO were not detected through point count surveys at 

any of the other five sites (Figures 2-3; survey locations in the Argenta and Slocan burns 

are not pictured).  Follow-up nest searches within the Pend d’Oreille burn were 

successful in locating three nests (JD2013-4, -5, and -8).  Five nests were located 

incidentally while travelling between point count stations (JD2013-1, -2, -3, -6, and -7).  

One LEWO was also located incidentally in South Slocan (Figure 4).  The bird flew >1 

km south shortly after being sighted and could not be relocated. 

3.2 Checks of previously known nests 

 

Two out of 14 recently occupied nests were reused in 2013 by LEWO (Table 2; Figures 1 

and 4). One additional nest (JD2013-9) was likely the same tree as LNWK015, 

potentially bringing the total number of previously known trees occupied in 2013 to 

three.   

3.3 Nest monitoring 

 

Three out of the 11 nests found to be occupied in 2013 failed and/or were abandoned 

before fledging could have taken place (Table 1).  The factors involved are not known, 

but in at least one case, aggressive nest cavity competitors (House Wrens Troglodytes 

aedon) were present after nest abandonment.  Field work concluded on 14 July 2013 so 

final nest success is unknown for the remaining eight nests.     
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Table 1.  Summary of 2013 LEWO nests in the West Kootenay 

 

Label 

 
 
 
Location UTM (NAD83) 

Tree Species
1 
/ 

DecayClass / DBH 
(cm) / Ht(m) 

2013 Nest Cavity 
Ht (m) / 
Orientation 
(degrees) Monitoring Comments 

LNWK012 
Pend d’Oreille 
burn, north side 467946 5431230 Act/D4/40/28 16/102 Last visit 14Jul2013: adults feeding small chicks 

LNWK013/ 
LNWK014 
(same tree) 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

467324 5431423 Act/D5/40/28 

 
16/270 Nest tree also used in 2012; last visit 14Jul2013: adults 

feeding chicks 

JD2013-1 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

467731 5431973 Act/D4/39/25 

 
 
19/210 Fire-killed tree; nest abandoned by 07Jul2013 

JD2013-2 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

467812 5432015 Act/D4/11/47 

 
 
10.5/325 Fire-killed tree; nest abandoned by 07Jul2013 

JD2013-3 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

466645 5431403 Ep/E4/41/20 

 
 
13/180 Fire-killed tree; nest abandoned by 03Jul2013 

JD2013-4 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

467806 5430959 Act/D4/41/23 

 
 
17/16 Last visit 14Jul2013: adults feeding small chicks 

JD2013-5 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

467243 5430833 Bl/E5/41/7.5 

 
 
7/148 Last visit 14Jul2013: adults feeding 3 chicks 

JD2013-6 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

466248 5429386 Py/E5/61/29 

 
 
23/160 

Last visit 03Jul2013: adults entering cavity (young 
chicks?) 

JD2013-7 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn, south side 

469450 5430214 Act/D4/61/22 

 
 
15/5 Nest abandoned by 03Jul2013 

JD2013-8 
Pend d’Oreille 
burn, north side 467651 5432798 Fd/E5/44/19 

 
13/173 

Last visit 14Jul2013: adults feeding noisy chicks; 
firewood collecting near here 

JD2013-9 
(likely same 
as LNWK015) 

Upper Slocan 
River, south of 
Slocan City 465952 5510600 Act/D4/54/5.5 

 
 
5/130 

Pair feeding audible chicks; tree located in riparian 
seasonally flooded meadow/grassland habitat; this tree 
was likely used in 2012 (per obs.) 

1 Act=black cottonwood; Ep=paper birch; Bl=subalpine fir; Py=Ponderosa pine; Fd=Douglas-fir
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Table 2.  2013 status of previously known LEWO nests in the West Kootenay. 
 

 

Location Date Nest ID 
Occupied 
in 2013 

Tree Status 
in 2013 New ID UTM (NAD 83) Comments  

Castlegar 23-Jun-13 LNWK001 N Down  452440 5463214 
No tree remaining at the UTM, but still good 
habitat potential in area. 

Along Hwy 3A 
north of 
Castlegar 23-Jun-13 LNWK002 N OK   461367 5475650   

Argenta 30-Jun-13 LNWK003/006 N OK   504859 5558985 RSFL 

Pend d’Oreille 
burn 4-Jun-13 LNWK004 N OK   468508 5433070 AMKE 

Robson 23-Jun-13 LNWK005 N Down   451775 5464559 Industrial parking lot now where nest tree was. 

Trail  Jun-Jul-13 LNWK007 N                    Unk  455660 5431485  No activity noted in area 

Pend d'Oreille 
burn 4-Jun-13 LNWK008 N OK   467639 5433037   

Pend d'Oreille 
burn 4-Jun-13 LNWK009 N OK   468426 5432912 Janice Arndt saw pair near here on 15May2013 

Pend d'Oreille 
burn 4-Jun-13 LNWK010 N OK   468479 5433344 RSFL 

Pend d'Oreille 
burn 16-Jun-13 LNWK011 N OK   465683 5431872 HOWR nesting in tree 

Pend d'Oreille 
burn 10-Jun-13 LNWK012 Y OK   467946 5431230  

Pend d'Oreille 
burn 10-Jun-13 LNWK013/14 Y OK   467325 5431422  

Upper Slocan 
River 10-Jul-13 LNWK015 Y OK JD2013-9 465952 5510600  

Crescent 
Valley 23-Jun-13 LNWK016 N OK   459515 5477151 EUST and RSFL. 
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Figure 1. 2013 LEWO survey results within the Pend d’Oreille Valley wildfire area. 
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Figure 2. 2013 LEWO survey results (all point counts yielded ‘nulls’) within the Fort 

Shepherd Conservancy and Beaver Creek Park. 
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Figure 3. 2013 LEWO survey results (all point counts yielded ‘nulls’) within priority 

parcels owned by Teck Metals Ltd. 
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Figure 4. 2013 LEWO nests and detections at South Slocan. 
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3.4 Habitat / threat assessments and specific management recommendations 

 

A summary of threats and management recommendations for all survey areas and nest sites 

(previous and current) confirmed through 2013 monitoring to have high habitat potential is 

provided in Table 3.  Summaries for the six surveyed sites (as a whole) are provided below. 

3.4.1 Pend d’Oreille burn 

3.4.1.1 Habitat and threats 

 

Habitat quality throughout the surveyed portions of the Pend d’Oreille burn was high, with 

appropriately open stand conditions to support LEWO foraging.  However, there are fewer 

potential nest trees within the salvage logged areas (especially south of the Pend d’Oreille River 

where almost all trees were taken).     

 

The primary short to mid-term threats to LEWO habitat at this site include: ongoing salvage 

logging, danger tree management (to allow for transmission line repair and tree planting), 

firewood harvesting (particularly for nest trees adjacent to existing roadways), and mechanical 

clearing of understorey vegetation as part of ongoing forestry operations and hydro right of way 

(ROW) management.  In addition, nest tree recruitment will likely become an issue in the longer 

term (10-20 years) as trees burned by the 2007 wildfire begin to break and fall naturally.  

Regeneration of the understorey vegetation will also eventually decrease the “openness” of the 

area and the invertebrate prey assemblage will also change, likely reducing overall habitat 

quality for LEWO.     

 

The majority of the nests found in the Pend d’Oreille were on the south side of the reservoir, 

which was extensively logged after the 2007 wildfire with few leave trees retained.  The area has 

been replanted, so forest and shrub in-growth will decrease the habitat quality for LEWO; 

however, it will likely be occupied for at least several years as long as suitable nest trees remain 

standing.  There is no public access to the south side burn area, so firewood collecting is not a 

conservation concern here—but it is a major issue on the north side of the reservoir.  Although 

much of the area on the north side of the reservoir is private (BC Hydro) and Crown 

conservation land (BC Environment), firewood collection is common and widespread with good 

road access.  Signage outlining land status and permitted activities is lacking and local 

knowledge of conservation properties/issues is low.   

3.4.1.2 Management recommendations 

 

Intentional felling/salvage of existing and potential nest trees can be limited through working 

with the timber operators (ATCO and Beaumont) to incorporate wildlife tree retention into their 

management planning / operations, by labelling nest trees adjacent to roads with “Wildlife Tree” 

signs, and by enhancing local knowledge of the conservation value of wildlife trees through 

community outreach and signage.  Excessive or untimely (i.e., breeding season) clearing of 

understorey vegetation can be addressed through working with BC Hydro, ATCO and Beaumont 
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to incorporate LEWO foraging habitat requirements and breeding window considerations into 

their vegetation management procedures.   

 

These objectives have already been achieved to some degree through the efforts of Marlene 

Machmer of Pandion Ecological Ltd, Jakob Dulisse (co-author of this report), and Irene Manley 

(Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program - FWCP).  Following the discovery of LEWO in the 

Pend d’Oreille fire, ATCO cancelled one of its salvage logging blocks voluntarily due to its 

potential as LEWO habitat.  One 2010 LEWO nest site was located approximately 200 m west of 

this cancelled block.  Many standing dead wildlife trees along access roads have also been 

marked with “Wildlife Tree” signs following the burn. So far this effort has been successful with 

few high value trees cut for firewood.  One local firewood collector was confronted during 

surveys and subsequently presented with an education/outreach package outlining the unique 

natural values of the area, including important breeding habitat for LEWO.  Due to repeated use 

of the 2L293 ROW and adjacent habitat and the wildlife management emphasis of this property, 

the FWCP proposed the following ROW management objectives and recommendations to BC 

Hydro to protect nesting and foraging habitat for LEWO nesting in the 2L293 ROW (Dulisse and 

Manley 2010).  

 

“Objective 1: Maintain vigorous and productive shrub and understory vegetation on the ROW to 

provide insect abundance for adults and young 

 

 Refrain from using herbicides and pesticides. Herbicides may be required for treatment 

of some invasive plants but should not be used for vegetation management.  

 Minimize soil disturbance and compaction which will impact native vegetation 

communities, favor invasive plant recruitment. Soil disturbance will also impact other 

endangered species specifically reptiles that occur in the area. 

 Slashing if shrubs may be recommended to encourage re-sprouting of  undisturbed shrub 

communities 

 

Objective 2: Maintain and recruit wildlife trees in surrounding habitat to provide opportunities 

for nesting 

 

 Manage trees in the ROW management zone with consideration for wildlife tree 

recruitment. If live or dead trees pose a risk to the transmission line or infrastructure, 

trees could be topped or modified to provide nesting habitat and eliminate risk. FWCP 

will provide support and expertise in wildlife tree assessment and creation.  

 Where Lewis’s Woodpecker are nesting in power poles and these poles require 

replacement, efforts to provide other suitable nesting sites, including installation of nest 

boxes or wildlife tree creation are recommended. 

 

Objective 3: Minimize and eliminate disturbance to nesting birds from vegetation management 

or other maintenance on transmission rights of way 

 

 Lewis’s Woodpecker nests are protected under Section 6(a) of the federal Migratory 

Birds Regulations adopted under the Migratory Bird Convention Act of 1994.  This 
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section prohibits the disturbance, destruction or taking of a nest or egg of a migratory 

bird without a permit (Migratory Bird Convention Act 1994). 

 Lewis’s Woodpeckers and their nests are also protected under Section 34 of the British 

Columbia Wildlife Act which prohibits the disturbance or destruction of the bird, its egg 

or nest (BC Wildlife Act 1996). 

 Any activity that could disturb nesting birds or destroy their nests must not be conducted 

during the breeding season. Based on observations in the PDO, This would include 

vegetation management, tree management, pole replacement or work on access roads. In 

the event that emergency maintenance is required FWCP biologists should be contacted 

so that the most recent information can be used to minimize impacts to this species and 

other wildlife.” 

 

All of the above-mentioned efforts should be continued (and their effectiveness monitored) in the 

future.  Educational signage, which has not yet been attempted, should also be considered. 

 

Ongoing loss of nest trees (both naturally and through felling) may be partially addressed by the 

installation of nest boxes or the creation of artificial nest trees through topping and fungal 

inoculation.  Topping and fungal inoculation of residual live trees to compensate for loss of fire-

killed nest trees has already seen some success in the East Kootenay; however, LEWO nest 

boxes installed at Fort Shepherd had not been used so far (Irene Manley, personal 

communication). 

3.4.2 Fort Shepherd and Beaver Creek Park 

3.4.2.1 Habitat and threats 

 

A limited amount of suitable riparian cottonwood habitat exists within Fort Shepherd and Beaver 

Creek Park, along the edges of the Columbia River.  Additional ponderosa pine forests occur in 

the upper benches of both areas, but the trees are not yet of a sufficient age/size and the stand 

structure is not yet open enough for the habitat to be suitable for LEWO. 

 

Despite its official status as a conservancy, Fort Shepherd remains a popular location for off-road 

vehicle use.  Persistent use of ATVs, dirt bikes, and 4x4 vehicles in this area continues to 

damage understorey vegetation and create significant noise disturbance.  Within Beaver Creek 

Park, intensive vegetation management (mowing and planting with non-native species) has 

occurred right up to the edge of Beaver Creek.  Beaver activity is also a potential threat to the 

persistence of the relatively few large cottonwoods in the area. 

3.4.2.2 Management recommendations 

 

Additional effort should be put into limiting off-road vehicle access within the Fort Shepherd 

Conservancy.  Additional signage, gating, and public outreach should be pursued.  Within 

Beaver Creek Park, planting of native riparian shrub species should be pursued alongside Beaver 

Creek.  This could be done in coordination with the local Kiwanis Club.  If beaver activity is 

noted, consideration should be given to caging the large cottonwoods to protect them.  Although 

the ponderosa pine forests in both areas are not currently suitable for LEWO, their progress 
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towards suitability (for LEWO and a suite of other species that occupy mature, open ponderosa 

pine forests) could be hastened through light prescribed burns and/or mechanical thinning. 
 

3.4.3 Teck Metals Ltd. Parcels 

3.4.3.1 Habitat and threats 

 

The overall habitat quality within surveyed portions of the Teck Metals Ltd. parcels along 

Topping Creek was estimated to be low.  The riparian areas along Topping Creek have dense 

stands of mature black cottonwood habitat with some suitable nest trees but the crown closure of 

the surrounding forest is likely too dense for the species.  Some areas away from the creek are 

more open and more suitable for LEWO but these areas lack suitable wildlife trees for nesting.   

3.4.3.2 Management recommendations 

 

This area (open areas away from the creek) would benefit from the placement/creation of nest 

boxes and artificial nest trees.  These measures would likely benefit a variety of cavity-nesting 

species, including LEWO.  Also, thinning and brushing opportunities could be explored in some 

stands of very dense early seral stage conifers.    
          

3.4.4 Argenta and Slocan burns 

3.4.4.1 Habitat and threats 

 

Surveyed portions of the Argenta and Slocan burns were deemed largely unsuitable for LEWO 

nesting.  Residual stand density in most areas was in excess of >150 stems/ha (too dense to allow 

for LEWO foraging) and the burned trees were largely western redcedar or hemlock, which are 

not known to be LEWO nest trees (likely because they decay less quickly than Douglas-fir or 

ponderosa pine).  Very few cavities / cavity nesting species were noted. 

 

Because the habitat was not suitable for LEWO, no threats were noted. 

3.4.4.2 Management recommendations 

 

Because the habitat was not suitable for LEWO, no management recommendations were noted. 

.   
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Table 3.  Summary of land status, threats, and management recommendations for all priority LEWO habitats (known nesting 

locations or locations with confirmed habitat potential) in the West Kootenay. 
 

Location 
Nest ID or site 
description Tenure Threats Management Recommendations 

Castlegar 

LNWK001 
(down but still 
good habitat) 

Municipal 
park None apparent. N/A 

Along Hwy 3A 
north of Castlegar LNWK002 Crown (MoT) 

Adjacent to highway (risk of vehicular strikes); 
powerpole replacement; roadside vegetation 
management. Replace with nest box in safer location. 

Argenta LNWK003/006 
Private 
(conservation) None apparent. N/A 

Pend d'Oreille 
Burn 

LNWK004; 
LNWK008; 
LNWK010; 
JD2013-08 

Crown (north 
side of river) 

Firewood cutting; salvage logging; danger tree 
management; hydro ROW management 

Outreach with ATCO and BC Hydro; 
signage/increased local awareness of conservation 
property boundaries; nest boxes and 
topping/inoculation.  

LNWK012; 
JD2013-1; 
JD2013-2; 
JD2013-4; 
JD2013-5; 
JD2013-6; 
JD2013-7 

Crown (south 
side of river) Salvage logging; danger tree management. 

Outreach with Beaumont; nest boxes and 
topping/inoculation.  

LNWK009 BC Hydro Firewood cutting; hydro ROW management 
Outreach with BC Hydro; signage and increased 
local awareness of conservation property boundaries.  

LNWK011; 
LNWK013/14; 
JD2013-3 

Private  
(Beaumont) Salvage logging; danger tree management. 

Outreach with Beaumont; nest boxes and 
topping/inoculation.  

Upper Slocan 
River 

LNWK015 / 
JD2013-9 Crown Beavers Consider caging large cottonwoods. 

Crescent Valley LNWK016 Private 

Tree in an agricultural field, so little natural 
understorey. Landowner outreach. 

Beaver Creek 
Park 

Cottonwood 
stands along 
Columbia River 
and Beaver 
Creek 

Crown (Park); 
managed by 
Kiwanis Club Mowing in riparian; beavers 

Riparian planting (natural shrubs); consider caging large 
cottonwoods. 
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Fort Shepherd 

Cottonwood 
stands along 
Columbia River 

Private 
(conservation) Off-road vehicles; beavers 

Additional gating, outreach, and signage (to limit off-road 
access); consider caging large cottonwoods. 

Topping Creek 

More open 
habitats 
adjacent to the 
cottonwood. 

Private (Teck 
Metals Ltd.) Scarcity of potential nest trees within open habitats. Consider nest boxes and wildlife tree creation. 
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

4.1 Ongoing monitoring 

Known LEWO nesting areas should continue to be monitored for breeding use.  The concentrated 

LEWO population in the Pend d’Oreille is particularly significant because the species is so rare in 

the West Kootenay.  These nesting records also outline the importance of burned habitat in the low 

elevation Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICH) zone, and their potential loss highlights the need to 

inventory burned forests for LEWO the first breeding season following the fire and to ensure that all 

parties are advised of the presence of this species (potential or actual) and provided with 

management recommendations immediately following a wildfire.  LEWO began breeding in the 

Pend d’Oreille wildfire the first breeding season after the fire indicating that even in the West 

Kootenay where the species is rare, they can promptly locate and recruit to new habitats. 

4.2 Threat mitigation at identified priority sites 

 

The management recommendations outlined in the preceding section should be pursued to ensure 

that existing LEWO nesting habitat is not lost, and where possible, additional habitat is 

created/enhanced in the future.  In particular, efforts should be continued to maintain nesting habitat 

for as long as possible in the Pend d’Oreille burn.  Future work should also include community 

outreach and signage, to limit loss of nest trees to firewood harvest and generate support for local 

area conservation, and potentially installation of nest boxes and topping/fungal inoculation to create 

new nest trees. 
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7.0 APPENDIX I: POINT COUNTS COMPLETED.   
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Beaver Crk Park BK-01 11 455260 5433355 22-Jun-13 10:30 12:00 
MH, 
PT NULL 0     

Just did a walk-through 
of park.  Time and 
observations refer to 
walking/observing time 
in park, not specifically 
to BK-01 and BK-02. Beaver Crk Park BK-02 11 455419 5434593 22-Jun-13 10:30 12:00 

MH, 
PT NULL 0     

Fort Shepherd FS-01 11 455328 5429125 22-Jun-13 16:21 16:33 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-04 11 454211 5428258 22-Jun-13 15:42 15:54 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-05 11 454337 5429251 22-Jun-13 15:06 15:18 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    BCCH  

Fort Shepherd FS-06 11 454463 5430244 22-Jun-13 14:22 14:34 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-07 11 455454 5430117 21-Jun-13 16:18 16:30 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-08 11 454841 5433222 21-Jun-13 14:07 14:19 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    RSFL, BCCH  

Fort Shepherd FS-09 11 454715 5432229 21-Jun-13 14:45 15:00 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-10 11 454589 5431237 21-Jun-13 15:27 15:39 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-11 11 454905 5434625 22-Jun-13 13:35 13:55 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Fort Shepherd FS-12 11 454862 5431460 22-Jun-13 17:31 17:43 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 63N50523 11 466259 5428011 16-Jun-13 10:48 11:00 JD NULL 0    BBWO, NOFL OSFL 

Pend d'Oreille Burn 68N50523 11 467696 5428904 16-Jun-13 13:54 14:06 JD NULL 0     OSFL 

Pend d'Oreille Burn 74N50523 11 468886 5429809 11-Jun-13 12:28 12:40 JD NULL 0    HAWO, AMKE  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 78N50523 11 467677 5430974 11-Jun-13 12:00 12:12 JD LEWO 1 11 467801 5430974 
AMKE, NOFL, 
BBWO 

JD2013-4 nest 
confirmed 

Pend d'Oreille Burn 78N50523 11 467677 5430974 11-Jun-13 12:00 12:12 JD LEWO 1 11 467401 5430974 
AMKE, NOFL, 
BBWO 

JD2013-5 nest 
confirmed 
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Pend d'Oreille Burn 82N50523 11 465961 5431979 16-Jun-13 8:55 9:10 JD NULL 0     OSFL 

Pend d'Oreille Burn 83N50523 11 467126 5432060 17-Jun-13 12:19 12:33 JD NULL 0    NOFL CONI (x5) 

Pend d'Oreille Burn 84N50523 11 467831 5431924 10-Jun-13 16:00 16:40 JD LEWO 1 11 467831 5431924 NOFL  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 84N50523 11 468949 5431849 10-Jun-13 16:00 16:40 JD LEWO 1 11 468940 5431849   

Pend d'Oreille Burn 85N50523 11 469858 5431694 10-Jun-13 15:03 15:13 JD NULL 0    NOFL  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 86N50523 11 467057 5433026 10-Jun-13 14:34 14:47 JD NULL 0    NOFL, RBNU  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 102N50523 11 469029 5432836 4-Jun-13 9:20 9:35 JD NULL 0    NOFL  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 103N50523 11 467735 5434508 4-Jun-13 13:00 13:15 JD NULL 0    HAWO, AMKE  

Slocan Burn 125N50372 11 474335 5521844 23-Jun-13 10:45 10:59 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Argenta Burn NEWARGENTA001 11 506172 5561697 30-Jun-13 9:17 9:29 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    RBNU  

Argenta Burn NEWARGENTA002 11 506135 5562160 30-Jun-13 9:50 10:05 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    RSFL  

Argenta Burn NEWARGENTA003 11 506099 5562651 30-Jun-13 10:28 10:40 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Argenta Burn NEWARGENTA004 11 505854 5561312 30-Jun-13 12:45 13:03 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    RBNU  

Slocan Burn NEWSLOCAN001 11 468655 5520124 23-Jun-13 11:24 11:36 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    RBNU  

Slocan Burn NEWSLOCAN002 11 468827 5220584 23-Jun-13 11:55 12:08 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    PIWO  

Slocan Burn NEWSLOCAN003 11 468774 5519807 23-Jun-13 12:54 13:06 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Slocan Burn NEWSLOCAN004 11 471861 5522822 23-Jun-13 13:33 13:45 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Slocan Burn NEWSLOCAN005 11 472696 5522593 23-Jun-13 14:02 14:14 
MH, 
HH NULL 0    NULL  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 436 11 465872 5430741 11-Jun-13 13:30 13:42 JD NULL 0      

Pend d'Oreille Burn 402 11 467542 5432760 4-Jun-13 14:00 15:10 JD LEWO 0 11 467542 5432760  
copulation observed; 
JD2013-8 

Pend d'Oreille Burn 454 11 467578 5429466 16-Jun-13 12:24 12:36 JD NULL 0    MOBL  

Pend d'Oreille Burn 431 11 466715 5431571 10-Jun-13 10:00 10:45 
JD, 
ALY LEWO 3 11 466715 5431571   

Teck Teck-JD04 11 454208 5435450 11-Jul-13 10:00 15:20 JD NULL 0      

Teck Teck-JD03 11 443400 5440838 11-Jul-13 10:45 10:57 JD NULL 0    RBNU  

Teck Teck-JD02 11 443371 5440423 11-Jul-13 10:15 10:27 JD NULL 0      

Teck Teck-JD01 11 443704 5440426 11-Jul-13 9:26 9:38 JD NULL 0           
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8.0 APPENDIX II: PROTOCOL AND FIELD DATA SHEETS 
 

EQUIPMENT 
 

GPS Unit; Rangefinder; Compass; Clinometer; Diameter/Echelon Tape; Binoculars; Field scope with tripod 
 

TIMING/CONDITIONS 

 

 Best conducted from mid-June to mid-July (time of day is flexible). 

 Do NOT survey in moderate to heavy rain or wind > beaufort 4. 
 

SURVEY POINTS & INCIDENTAL SIGHTINGS 
 

 Use the map(s) and UTM coordinates provided to navigate to pre-defined survey points. 
 If you cannot stand at the survey point due to safety concerns or access constraints, or if there is a significantly better 

vantage point <100 m from the pre-defined point, move the point there and record the new UTMs on the data sheet. 
 Upon arrival at each point, complete the first section of form marked “LEWO Point Count/Stand Watch and Incidental 

Sighting Form”’. 
 Record your start and stop time and look for LEWO in the area around you for at least 12 min. 
 Record standard information on the ambient conditions and the habitat characteristics within 400 m of the survey point 

under ‘Habitat Information”. 
 If you observe LEWO at the survey point or incidentally (when travelling between points), complete the second section 

of the form marked “LEWO Detection Information”.  
Distances must be measured, not guessed, estimated or eyeballed.   
o Use a laser rangefinder from your marked or known point for distance, and record the bearing (degrees) 
o Use your GPS if you know how to project a waypoint precisely (e.g. orthophoto in your GPS or iPhone), or do 

it later using Google Earth if you can remember where the bird was precisely 
o Walk to the spot of the first detection later and record the UTM, 
o Walk to a baseline point about 100 m away (record the UTM), and record a second bearing to the spot of the 

first detection.  
 If you observe a LEWO nest, complete the third section of the form marked “New Nest Information”. 
 If the habitat within 400 m of the survey point was suitable for LEWO (even if no LEWO were detected), complete an 

assessment of the potential threats/limitations within the survey area under “Threat Information” before leaving the 
point. 

 

RE-CHECKING OLD NEST TREES 
 

 Use the map(s), UTM coordinates, and nest tree information provided to locate old nest trees. 
 Upon arrival at the nest tree, complete the first section of the LEWO Nest Monitoring form. 
 Observe the tree from a good vantage point ~100 m away.   
 Record your start time and look for LEWO in the area around the nest for a minimum of 20 minutes. 
 Record information on the current status of the nest tree and fill in information on nest tree characteristics if they were 

not already recorded when the nest was found / last checked. 
 If the old nest tree is active, fill in the appropriate codes for the breeding behaviours exhibited by the nesting pair 
 If a new tree is active within the area, fill in the new information at the bottom of the form 
 Before leaving the area, complete an assessment of the potential threats/limitations within the area under ‘Threat 

Information”. 
 

LABELLING SYSTEM 
 

Nest Labels 

 

 Historical nests that are being monitored and found to be active should retain their original label (all nests up to 2012 
have all been assigned a unique ID that is consistent with a labelling framework used in a province-wide Masterlist 
managed by CWS). 

 New nests found during nest monitoring should be labelled using the following system: ‘LN’ (for LEWO nest), year 
(YYYY), observer(s) initials, and sequence in which they are found for each survey (e.g., LN2013MH001).  Their 
unique Masterlist ID will be assigned at the end of the season. 
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LEWO Point Count / Stand Watch or Incidental Sighting Form 

 
Observer(s): _____________________________________________Date (YYYY/MM/DD) 
____________________________    

 
Time (0000hr): Start _____________ End _____________ (at least 12 min) 
 
Survey Point Label: __________________________  

 
IF SURVEY POINT MOVED FROM SPECIFIED LOCATION (OR IF INCIDENTAL SIGHTING) 
UTM: Zone ___ Easting ____________ Northing_____________  
 
Reason for moving (if moved) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Weather: Wind ____ Cloud Cover ____ Precip ____ Temp ____

o
C    

 
 

Habitat Information (within 400 m of survey point): 

Habitats 
within Plot 

Description  % of 
survey 
area 

Mature Tree Density  

(<1/h, 1-20/ha, 20-150/ha, 
>150/ha) 

1º Habitat    

2º Habitat    

3º Habitat    

% cover by tree species: 
Ac______Py______Fd______Other____________________________________________________________________
____ 

# of potential nest trees by species/condition (0, 1, 2-5, >5):   

Dead Ac___ Decadent Ac_____ Dead Py_____ Decadent 
Py_____Other___________________________________________ 

 

LEWO Detection Information (unlimited radius): 

 

Circle   NULL   if no LEWO  

Record presence of EUST, AMKE, other woodpeckers, cav 
nesters________________________________________________ 
 

 Time 
0000hr 

Dist (m) 
measured 

Dir (
o
)  UTM if walked to detection location SPI Activity Codes  

(TF, FH, PE, RY etc) 

Num 
Adults 

Num 
Fledged 
Juv 

Highest 
BB 
code 

LEWO 1         

LEWO 2         

LEWO 3         

Distance is to first detection of each bird or group only 
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New Nest Information (if any new nests located): 
 

Time Nest Search begin:  ______________ Time end_________________  

New Nest Label ____________________UTM Zone_____  E______________N_______________ 
Tree Sp. ____WTC ____Nest Aspect (º)____DBH (cm) ____Tree Ht (m)____Nest Ht (m)____Ht Method (circle): Eyeball 
Laser 
Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
 

Threat Information (if habitat suitable for LEWO): 

 
Threats to Nest Tree or Surrounding Habitat (e.g., nest competitors (EUST, AMKE, NOFL), nest predators (corvids, 

squirrels), beaver activity, tree cutting, understory vegetation clearing, livestock grazing, invasive plants, pesticide use, 

disturbance):______________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________ 

 

Management Recommendations (e.g., fencing, signage, education, habitat restoration, invasive species management, 

use of regulatory tools (e.g., WHAs), access restrictions, habitat augmentation (e.g., nest boxes, fungal 

inoculation/girdling)):________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 
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 Precipitation Class  Cloud Cover Class  SPI Activity Codes 
N None 1 Clear BU Building (e.g. excav.nest) 
F Fog 2 Scattered clouds (<50%) CC Caching 
M Misty Drizzle 3 Scattered clouds (>50%) CO Courtship 
D Drizzle 4 Unbroken clouds DI Disturbed 
LR Light Rain   FD Feeding 

HR Hard Rain   FH Feeding/Hawking 
S Snow   GR Grooming 

 Beaufort Wind Scale LI Living 

0 calm (<2 km/h) PE Perching 

1 light air (2-5 km/h) RN Rearing Eggs 

2 light breeze, leaves rustle (6-12 km/h) RY Rearing Young 

3 gentle breeze, leaves and twigs constantly move (13-19 km/h) RF Rearing Fledglings 

4 moderate breeze, small branches move, dust rises (20-29 km/h) TE Territorial 

5 fresh breeze, small trees sway (30-39 km/h) TF Traveling, Flying 

 

 

 Breeding Bird Codes 

X Species observed  

Possible 

H Species observed in habitat 

S Singing male 

Probable 

M 7 or more singing males. 

P Pair  

T Permanent territory  

D Courtship or display 

V Visiting probable nest site 

A Agitated behav/anxiety calls 

B Brood Patch on adult fem. 

Confirmed 

B Nest building (not woodp) 

DD Distraction display  

NU Used nest or egg shells 

FY Recently fledged young 

AE Adult entering nest  

FS Adult carrying fecal sac 

CF Adult carrying food for young 

NE Nest with eggs 

NY Nest with young 
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LEWO Nest Check Form 
 

Surveyor(s)____________________________________________________________________ 

Date ______  _________  ________   Time arrive______________    Time leave____________ 
             DD    –     MMM-        YYYY                       24 hr clock e.g. 0000                      0000      

 

Nest ID:__________________________              

Could you approach nest trees? (circle)   Y   N        or did you view from a distance of ________ m.   

Reason if you could not 

approach_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Tree status (circle):  OK    Unsuitable   Down   

IF NOT ALREADY RECORDED:    Tree species _____WTC_____Nest Aspect (º)_____ DBH (cm) ____Tree Ht 
(m)_____ Nest Ht (m)_____Ht Method (circle)   Eyeball    Tape/Clino   Laser 

 

LEWO occupying old nest tree? (circle)     Y   N   

 

LEWO Breeding Evidence (if nest found to be occupied by LEWO):  

BE (use multiple Breeding Bird Codes if several behaviours observed): 

___________________________________________ 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If no evidence found, Spend at least 20 minutes in 100-m radius—do a thorough search. 

Any new LEWO nests located while surveying old nest? (circle)     Y   N   

 

New Nest Information (if new nests located while surveying old nest): 

 
New Nest (give it a temporary field number)____________________ 
UTM Zone____  E______________N_______________ 
Tree species _____WTC_____Nest Aspect (º)_____DBH (cm) ____Tree Ht (m)____Nest Ht (m)____ 
Ht Method (circle)   Eyeball    Tape/Clino   Laser 
 
Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Threat Information: 

 
Threats to Nest Tree or Surrounding Habitat (e.g., nest competitors (EUST, AMKE, NOFL), nest predators (corvids, 

squirrels), beaver activity, tree cutting, understory vegetation clearing, livestock grazing, invasive plants, pesticide use, 

disturbance):______________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________ 

 

Management Recommendations (e.g., fencing, signage, education, habitat restoration, invasive species management, 

use of regulatory tools (e.g., WHAs), access restrictions, habitat augmentation (e.g., nest boxes, fungal 

inoculation/girdling)):________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


